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In the 21st century, the human intelligences have achieved tremendous developments, made 
massive discoveries and molded a progressive landmark in human history, which till century back 
was beyond imagination. Among which, innovation of robots for beneficiary of humankind was 
the one. Surprisingly, coming to the present time, we find varieties of robots serving in different 
field. During the first phase of invention of robots, amalgamation of both suspicious as well as 
curios feeling was rooted in people’s heart. Since, robots were one of the possible factor that might 
reduce the human employment chance.  
 
Which became true for developed countries such as Japan and United States of America. Many 
companies, in Japan and United States of America, not merely manufacturing companies but also 
service providing institutions such as health sector, old age home, hotels and restaurants, 
convenience stores.  It is true since use of robots has reduced the employment opportunity of 
human which was available before. 
 
At the meantime, it is important to note that every reason has pros and cons. We shouldn’t only 
look from the lens of unemployment caused by invention and usage of robots. Lack of human 
power in the market: Society confronting deficit of human labor in market or production area due 
to decline in population, stringently hit the economy of the country placing many old people in 
crucial situation. Here, the usage of robots plays a significant role to overcome through these pitfall 
of dilemma.  We can experiment it, for instance, on young generations of developed countries 
including United Kingdom often prefer to do first level of job or desk work than low payment or 
so called third level of work such as cleaning, working in front desk at hotels, old age home. 
Though globalization has allowed people for free movement, foreign people can join to fill the 
vacant post, there is always the probability of negative consequences as well. The increasing 
tendency of crime are considered as one of the major outcome. Here, using robots by the 
institutions might greatly help to overcome the existing difficulties. Likewise, it is supposed the 
benefits and efficiency of work is far greater than human working. 
 
In the rapidly changing world where people do not have sufficient time for their household task. 
Many societies even do not cook food at home since they want to use their time for work and 
earnings. In such cases, robots play the vital role, helping people to save their time and perform 
other multiple tasks. For instances, the new invention of room cleaner by Dyson company which 
is now considered as one of the most effective and popular among people. The reason is its 
effective working. Similarly, robots help to fulfill the demand of those company based on cleaning 
and maintaining work. Also, in comparison to human, robot consume less time to complete the 
allocated task. Further, England is also facing old age problem. Movement of close relatives to 
distant areas in search of job is common. Old people have to rely on young people to be work done. 
Lack of young might trouble their living situation. So robot’s usage helps to overcome these 
difficulties.  


